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Junior Transportation Security Officer seeking new opportunity to make a difference
in a community service position providing business support, engaging well developed
interviewing skills and handling public relations. Results oriented with excellent
written and verbal communication skills. Award-winning efficient handling of all
business detail with attention to timelines and company goals. Actively seeking a
position in the travel industry, where I can utilize my extensive customer service
skills and experience in safety regulations.

EXPERIENCE
Junior Transportation Security Officer
ABC Corporation - APRIL 2016 – PRESENT
 Inspecting carry-on items, using x-ray viewing equipment, to
determine whether items contain objects that warrant further
investigation.
 Searching carry-on or checked baggage by hand when it is suspected
to contain prohibited items such as weapons.
 Viewing images of checked bags and cargo, using remote screening
equipment, and alert baggage screeners or handlers to any possible
problems.
 Checking passengers tickets to ensure that they are valid, and to
determine whether passengers have designations that require special
handling, such as providing photo identification.
 Testing baggage for any explosive materials, using equipment such as
explosive detection machines or chemical swab systems.
 Performing pat-down or hand-held wand searches of passengers who
have triggered machine alarms, who are unable to pass through
metal detectors, or who have been randomly identified for such
searches.
 Notifying supervisors or other appropriate personnel when security
breaches occur.

Transportation Security Officer

ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2013 – AUGUST 2015





Locate suspicious bags pictured in printouts sent from remote
monitoring areas, and set these bags aside for inspection.
Follow those who breach security until police or other security
personnel arrive to apprehend them.
Inform other screeners when baggage should not be opened because
it might contain explosives.
Provided input to supervisors and managers concerning a variety of
human resources matters including, but not limited to, employee
performance, promotions, reassignments, awards, etc.
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Implemented security screening procedures in accordance with TSA
objectives and directives.
Assisted with investigations of incidents, and preparing incident
reports or other documents that convey the required information.
This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.

EDUCATION


High School - 1990(Bear River High School - Grass Valley, CA)

SKILLS
Small Electronic Repair, Microsoft Office, Server, And Computer Networking
Manipulation, Typing, 40 Words Per Minute, Electronic Component Repair, CISCO,
SYSOP, Binary And Hexadecimal Math
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